Rb25 wiring diagram

Rb25 Wiring Harness Diagram â€” wiring diagram is a simplified tolerable pictorial
representation of an electrical circuit. It shows the components of the circuit as simplified
shapes, and the facility and signal connections in the company of the devices. A wiring diagram
usually gives guidance approximately the relative outlook and harmony of devices and
terminals on the devices, to help in building or servicing the device. A pictorial diagram would
decree more detail of the physical appearance, whereas a wiring diagram uses a more figurative
notation to emphasize interconnections over inborn appearance. A wiring diagram is often used
to troubleshoot problems and to create distinct that every the friends have been made and that
anything is present. Architectural wiring diagrams fake the approximate locations and
interconnections of receptacles, lighting, and steadfast electrical facilities in a building.
Interconnecting wire routes may be shown approximately, where particular receptacles or
fixtures must be upon a common circuit. Wiring diagrams use enjoyable symbols for wiring
devices, usually different from those used upon schematic diagrams. The electrical symbols not
unaccompanied ham it up where something is to be installed, but with what type of device is
visceral installed. For example, a surface ceiling blithe is shown by one symbol, a recessed
ceiling roomy has a different symbol, and a surface fluorescent fresh has another symbol. Each
type of switch has a alternating symbol and thus attain the various outlets. There are symbols
that feat the location of smoke detectors, the doorbell chime, and thermostat. A set of wiring
diagrams may be required by the electrical inspection authority to approve membership of the
address to the public electrical supply system. Wiring diagrams will as a consequence combine
panel schedules for circuit breaker panelboards, and riser diagrams for special services such
as flame alarm or closed circuit television or new special services. Necessary cookies are
absolutely essential for the website to function properly. This category only includes cookies
that ensures basic functionalities and security features of the website. These cookies do not
store any personal information. Any cookies that may not be particularly necessary for the
website to function and is used specifically to collect user personal data via analytics, ads,
other embedded contents are termed as non-necessary cookies. It is mandatory to procure user
consent prior to running these cookies on your website. This website uses cookies to improve
your experience. We'll assume you're ok with this, but you can opt-out if you wish. Accept
Reject Read More. Close Privacy Overview This website uses cookies to improve your
experience while you navigate through the website. Out of these, the cookies that are
categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they are essential for the working of
basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and
understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with
your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of
these cookies may affect your browsing experience. Necessary Necessary. Non-necessary
Non-necessary. Im doing a rb25det conversion into my zed and wanting to use the r33 loom.
Hey man, I think there is a entire RB33 manual in pdf under the downloads section on this site.
Have a look see. Most of the complete manuals plus pages that I've seen have a complete
schematic for the entire car. They are almost always the last pages. So far all the ones have
been sent to me are the engine bay loom and don include the main wiring loom. If anyone has it
or knows were to get it It would be of great help as I have it running but a few things dont work
and it would be great to have the diagram to sort ti out. You can post now and register later. If
you have an account, sign in now to post with your account. Paste as plain text instead. Only 75
emoji are allowed. Display as a link instead. Clear editor. Upload or insert images from URL.
Reply to this topic Start new topic. Recommended Posts. Posted April 24, Thanks Ash. Link to
post Share on other sites. Canadianz 12 Posted April 25, Posted April 25, Yer thats right. EdZ 17
Posted April 27, Posted April 27, Posted April 28, Posted May 1, Posted June 4, Hi - it's me again
- can you forward a copy if possible - just starting this project - thanks. Posted October 27, Join
the conversation You can post now and register later. Reply to this topic Insert image from URL.
Followers 1. Go to topic listing. Sign In Sign Up. Welcome to SAU Community, like most online
communities you must register to view or post in our community, but don't worry this is a
simple free process that requires minimal information for you to signup. Be apart of SAU
Community by signing in or creating an account. Consider joining our newsletter for the latest
content updates. Click here to register. Second this info is to be used at your own use and i take
no responsibility for any of this info being incorrect. First off my example is i was given a car
with a Rb25det Neo engine with its original engine wiring loom and ecu. No R34 dash loom or
other wiring was supplied. The engine was never checked on a dyno to make sure everything
was sweet but its pretty easy to tell. I am also not sure if you plugged into this newly modified
loom if a plug and play ecu would work. What you need to start with is the ECU pin out and the
basic engine management wiring diagram found in the R34 GTT work shop manual that is
floating around the web. If i get a chance i will update this thread with the 3 pages i had to work

with whist doing this. Dark Green Un known colour By this stage if you mark the supply types
onto the ECU pin out diagram you should end up with Batter on pins 80 and Ignition on pins 4,
24, 31, 64 and And Earths on 25, 32, and Pin 5 is Tacho out put. Be carfull with this. Unsure of
wave form but once again they should work on an Apexi RSM. Ok so i hope that has helped in
some way. Now i'm trying to put a neo motor into an s14 here and followed your guide word for
word. So what you need to do to find this wire colour is. Hey mate, got stuck into it again and
Brown is the common wire your talking about, I found it in the SMJ F3 plug on the neo loom and
cut it out and gave it 12V ign on. I have 3 relays near the ecu, each with a diff colour plug, one is
a brown plug requiring a unique 6 Pin relay and the other two are blue and black which use the
two common blue nissan relays or same as a common 12V 20amp 4 pin relay. I did spot that the
blue relay one not getting power has a power supply going in on one side but on the other side
of the relay nothing triggering it, this is also a green wire. Ok i thought you may have found this
free to down load diagram. I simply added in the wire colours and worked out what was needed
for a basic install. Ok so that may help but what i can tell you is that you need the 6 pin relay to
be powered up. And have you tried bridging out the S14 fuel pump relay so it will pump then
seeing if the engine will start and run? Also is this a known engine and ecu? Basic diagnostics:
If if the wiring is correct and still no fuel pump out put. Try bridging out fuel pump so you have
fuel pressure ect. If the engine does not run and wiring is correct than check the feeds to the
crank angle sensor. To add to this we currently have an r34 in at work so i can check some
things out on it if need be but i have been out on field work most of this week and cant get near
it. Cant run motor yet, no turbo manifold and lines hooked up. The other two, are doing not
much, i dont even know what they are for. On the diagram the fuel pump relay pin 1 see's the
fuel pump control wire from pin 13 on the ECU. Ok Fuel pump. Most if not all nissans switch
power to the fuel pumps not earth through the relay. Ok, ive got power at all those pins, except
number 4 has power when the ign is off and then when ign is turned on, the main 6 pin relay
clicks and this pin has no power, when you turn the car off the main 6 pin relay switches off
after 2 sec's and pin 4 has 12V again. Im unsure if this is normal operation or not, The ECU pin
out says that pin 4 is the Control wire for the main relay and looking at the circuit diagram it
make sense as its on the coil side of the relay. Still no fuel pump prime tho! At this stage im
thinking the ecu may be stuffed? Though i would take the CAS off and with the ignition ON i
turned the cas by hand and all the injectors and clicking as they should So there we have it,
everything suggests that the car should run, but theres no fuel pump running to allow the motor
to run. Motor is currently turbo-less so unable to test starting it. But im a fan of doing things
properly and i figure if it isnt working i need to find out why, and fix it. As far as the crank angle
sensor goes. By spinning that it may switch the injectors but not necessarily the fuel pump
output. To add to a question you added earlier im not sure if being an auto makes any difference
but i would assume not as the latter model skylines 33 34 have separate transmission ECU's.
Hey, I have done this conversion and followed your wiring. This might be caused by not having
the traction control computer or something. Any help would be great,. Has anyone actually
wired one of these up before with a standard computer without and fault codes? I ended up
getting a stagea ecu as they don't have traction control and now I have no fault codes: I'm
surprised your not in limp mode with the faults codes. Is the engine check light on? What's a
nistune board? It's just a standard board. Man limp mode is so bad, thick black rich smoke and
won rev up. Once I put the other computer in it ran mint.. You need to be a member in order to
leave a comment. Sign up for a new account in our community. It's easy! Already have an
account? Sign in here. By zJoshys Started 11 hours ago. By Millerman Started 14 hours ago. By
johny Started 15 hours ago. By Sheldon Samuel Started 19 hours ago. By Doduo Started 21
hours ago. Welcome to SAU Community Welcome to SAU Community, like most online
communities you must register to view or post in our community, but don't worry this is a
simple free process that requires minimal information for you to signup. See fewer ads!
Consider joining our newsletter for the latest content updates Click here to register Guest
Message by DevFuse. Followers 6. Recommended Posts. Posted August 19, Ok so firstly i hope
this section will be sutable. Basic wiring Wires that need Batter positive. Wires that need
Ignition key on supply Dark Green ECU pins 25, 32, and all need a direct body earth. And Earths
on 25, 32, and that will get the engine running provided all things like crank angle sensor map
sensor ect are plugged in and working fine. Other handy to know pin outs and wire colours. Pin
13 Most important. Pin 20 Start feed from Key. Gear box wiring. Link to post Share on other
sites. Simon-S14 58 Posted September 28, Posted September 28, Hi Simon. Simon-S14 58
Posted September 30, Posted September 30, I have 3 relays near the ecu, each with a diff colour
plug, one is a brown plug requiring a unique 6 Pin relay and the other two are blue and black
which use the two common blue nissan relays or same as a common 12V 20amp 4 pin relay now
only one is powering up. Simon-S14 58 Posted October 1, Posted October 1, edited. Ok after

going over the circuit diagram i'm slightly even more lost. Edited October 1, by Simon-R Posted
October 1, Simon-S14 58 Posted October 3, Posted October 3, Posted October 22, As a further
test you should also be able to test for spark when turning the CAS by hand. Simon-S14 58
Posted October 22, Posted February 1, So any news? Simon-S14 58 Posted February 1, Posted
April 7, Any help would be great, Thanks heaps.. Posted April 10, Simon-S14 58 Posted April 10,
Posted April 14, Simon-S14 58 Posted April 14, Posted April 15, Prev 1 2 Next Page 1 of 2.
Create an account or sign in to comment You need to be a member in order to leave a comment
Create an account Sign up for a new account in our community. Register a new account. Sign in
Already have an account? Sign In Now. Go to topic listing. New To The Forum? Latest Topics.
Rb25det neo TPC wire to rb25de S2 loom. Gender reveal burnout. Engine like comes on. R33
GTR Fujitsubo twin pipe exhaust. R34 Gtt Misfire when warm, coils? Breaking engine mounts at
rwhp. Stuck in 1st gear when parked on hill? Let me say I almost never use the park brake on
my autos, but that is a very different situation to manual. Auto has a pawl which locks the
gearbox. We can manufacture a superlight 3. HY51 Fuga Hybrid. When you name he kid you
should announce that by writing the name in burnouts somewhere. Keep the theme alive. Each
announcement equals burnout for some reason. Converting the entertainment and navigation
system to English with maps. Hope this helps anyone else who maybe interested. Sign In Sign
Up. Welcome to SAU Community, like most online communities you must register to view or
post in our community, but don't worry this is a simple free process that requires minimal
information for you to signup. Be apart of SAU Community by signing in or creating an account.
Consider joining our newsletter for the latest content updates. Click here to register. Well my
conversion has been finished for a few weeks. It is not difficult, and I saved 's. I will write up a
more comprehensive guide to appear on my site soon with photos , but for now I will just run
down what I discovered. A few details I found when doing the conversion are not really
mentioned in other threads on the topic so are covered here. Others may have their own
methods to do certain things, but all I can go on is how I did things and what I needed to do.
Remove the radiator and shroud totally for easier access drain before-hand. Also recommend
removing the clutch fan engine fan , using 10mm spanner.. Just so there is a bit more room to
bring the motor forward. Remove all stuff on the top of the engine, cross over pipe, intercooler
piping, and turbo heat shield use 10mm spanner to get down there, fiddly. Remove passenger
side rectangular block fuel pump backup resistor. Remove battery, to give a bit more room.
Remove negative terminal from block. Follow negative lead to wear it bolts to block and remove
there. Remove aircon belt and aircon compressor from block. One bold top I believe. Pull it
aside, being careful not to puncture lines if you have any gas. Remove belt, and then remove
power steering pump from block as one unit with all lines still together. You'll have to undo the
tensioner, and the main lock bolt. Wiggle it back and forward on the bracket until it slips out.
Undo starter difficult access. Remove first bolt from top, and remove bottom bolt. It's not too
difficult with around 60cm of extenders stacked together, as can manuever with more room near
the battery. Remove starter. Not necessary to remove alternator, but can if you like. Remove
wiring from back, note wiring. Remove Oil pressure sender plug. Sender is metal can like thing
near oil filter with rubber plug. Remove the ecu from passenger foot well. In engine bay, remove
foam access panel. Pretty much pull the loom, check for blockages, go back into the footwell,
move it a little, back into engine bay, pull some more. Eventually it will come out. You may need
to cut the factory cable ties to the firewall to get the loom free. Jack up car at front. Get under
engine and remove sump plug. Drain oil into pan. Remove tailshaft.. Center bearing bracket, and
pull forward from gearbox. Set aside. Place oil pan near back of box as now angled, gearbox oil
will leak out the back of the box. Fit couple of plastic bags or similar over end of gearbox, using
string or cable ties to keep oil from leaking out gearbox when lifted. Support gearbox with
second jack. Undo 4x bolts at gearbox mount. Use 14mm socket. Gradually lower jack to take
weight of gearbox. Remove nuts for engine mounts 14mm socket. The engine mounts are at the
bottom of the motor, just in front of each of the strut towers. Attach chains to back and front of
engine. Secure around alternator bracket, or similar. Attach securely at back of the engine.
Angle engine forward, and lift out using engine crane. If you have a few people, you can use one
to hold the correct angle of the motor and gearbox and to manuever when on crane , and
another to roll the whole car back. Makes it a bit easier. Lift crane back, and set engine down.
Transfer rb20 oil pressure sender to rb Unscrew rb20 oil pressure sender using 17mm spanner
behind, and screw into rb25 block. Rb25 one may be the same, not sure. I used rb20 one using
r32 gauges after all. Transfer clutch, gearbox etc to rb25 from rb You can use all rb20 gear if you
like on the rb25 including flywheel. Machine of flywheel recommended. Inspect clutch, replace if
well worn much easier to do now! Transfer engine mount bracket where bolts to block from
RB20det about 4x bolts on each side. Don't use rb25 mounts. You can transfer rb20 exhaust
manifold, all turbo lines and turbo to rb25 if not included on your rb They all fit and to me

appear identical. You may have to bend the rb20 water feed line where it goes behind the block
to get the correct angle on rb Dropping the engine in is as easy as dropping in an original
engine. Angle inwards, using mates to get correct angle into transmission tunnel.. Another mate
guides engine crane. Align engine, slowly dropping, make sure is aligned properly to engine
mounts. Do it slowly until it aligns correctly with the mounts. Reattach tailshaft. Standard rb20
tailshaft seemed about 3cm too long, and too long to fit diff with rb25 with rb20 box. You need
the correct input spline to suit the gearbox you are using, rb20 manual end for rb20 box, rb25
end for rb25 box, etc. Reattach body side loom to rb25 as per rb All gauges should work fine,
starter should turn over engine, etc even without ecu hooked up. Starting car requires ECU to
be hooked up though. I had to use rb25 accelerator cable, and custom bracket to move it
forward. Cable is slightly longer than rb20 cable and is required or throttle will be constantly on
ouch. Heater hoses are different diameter to rb20 ones. Can't reuse rb20 heater hoses. I used
some aftermarket standard hose from engine side, cut rb20 standard hoses halfway across the
firewall and joined via hose adapter,.. With rb20 gearbox, gearbox sits about 2cm further
forward than standard. In mine, required cutting of rubber tunnel boot at top a little, to stop
gearshifter popping out of gear. You'll see what I mean when you do it. Don't use a twin plate or
the like if you want your rb20 gearbox to last behind an rb Cushioned ceramic seems to work
nicely at not putting too much straight on gearbox. I lost my speed sensitive steering. Or maybe
it is just a wiring issue I didn't sort out correctly. I prefer the firmer steering anyhow. If using
rb20 box, just use standard r32 speedo cable to get speedo to work fine. This adapts the
electronic sender to the manual cable. For temp gauge, the default temp sensor i had on my
rb25 was slow to pickup the correct temp although it may have been an aftermarket one. I
swapped the one from rb20 and it fixed the problem. The gauge sensor is the skinnier one near
the top radiator hose. The fatter one is the ECU sender. I believe you can use a standard rb25
top radiator hose. Transfer bottom radiator hose to rb I ended up using an aussie R31 top
radiator hose as the bend is the same, and cutting longer length side off to fit rb20 radiator.
Wiring is pretty straight forward if you have the correct diagrams and ecu pin outs. This a
allows easy engineering to meet polution standards b Allows you to run the cheaper and more
readily available RB25 powerFC. Grey wire near the main engine bay plug is your 12v constant
injector feed. Make sure this is hooked up to a 12v line. Without this the car won't start. It's not a
bad idea to splice in your original engine bay resistor passenger strut tower, silver block thing
from the rb20 loom back through the firewall and to the thick black and white wires of the r32
body loom. This provides backup ground to your fuel pump incase you lose the grounding in
the boot area. It will work without it, but is a valuable safety measure which is worth keeping if
you value the engine. There is another plug nearby which looks similar. You'll need to connect
the orange in this plug as well or your wipers won't turn off once turned on until IGN is turned
off Cut the orange up near the plug, and run a wire to this through the firewall, and this
connects to one of the wider R32 body loom plugs. There is like a thick orange and a thick
green next to each other. Connect this to the orange. This turns the wipers off when you whack
the wiper switch back to "off". Took a while to work this out. Hook the black with silver blotches
to GND or chasis. The rest of the r33 plug is 'spare' and the other wires can be left disconnected
down near the r33 ecu part of the loom as well.. On the R33 it connects to a brown junction box
on the passenger side Any major problems u faced with the conversion? If you've got the
money for the engine, you should be able to tackle it I've never done an engine swap before, if
that's any indication. There weren't any major problems I guess. The main ones were the
smaller ones listed in the "misc things to note", like working out what to do with the tailshaft,
and then the heater hoses, and then the accelerator cable. I kind of came to them, and had to
stop for a while to get the parts, etc. I didn't have much guidance on those, so just had to play it
by ear as to what would work and use brain a bit I guess. The engine itself was easier than I
thought. The only other small problems were due to the guy I bought the engine doing some
strange things with the hoses, etc so just having to get it back to as factory as possible by
tracking down a few small parts. So it really depends on where you get the engine from, and
those little small things that may be missing. Hi there i just got a car with this conversion
started, the part thats not done is the wiring part inside the cupe, im using the RB25 ecu so that
part is ok, but do i need to attach som cables from the other big white connector from the
engine harness to some inside the car, i guess some are for the instrument panel? Basically
you need to chop the big white connector.. Also wiper wiring needs a few small changes and a
few small things.. Sweet, thanks for that! I am guessing you got it for a good price being an
unfinished project, well done! Roughly how many wires become "spares" as you put, is there
many? I've been having some major troubles finding wiring diagrams as all the links i am
finding don't seem to work Also on the r32 body loom, what is the silver box that one of the 4
plugs goes into? Does it remain plugged in and all i worry about are the other three? I got an r32

wreck and an rb32 silvia project. I got an r32 wreck and an rb25 silvia project. I've forgotten a lot
of the wiring details sorry.. The engine I bought came with alternator belt, so didn't have to
worry about that I believe it's just same as rb20, the alternators are the same. AC belt is the
same.. If you do need slightly longer ones, the belts are fairly standard.. Does the R32 have an
engine check light? As I'm keen to hook this up to enable 'knock warning' on my power FC. Did
you trace these from the old loom to knock1 and knock2 pins on the rb25 ECU? Not sure if the
dash light warning for knock works or not, never tried it.. I did connect up engine check light
wire to the ecu, so they should. If that sequence is fine, I would say the dash light should work
for knock if you set it. One thing im wondering though is could you use the rb20 loom with
minimal extra work ie; Will the plugs on the rb20 loom fit the sensors and such on the rb25 or
conversly will the rb20 sensors fit the rb You'd need to swap over the CAS, and rewire the
ignitor. From memory I think wiring of two of the injectors is also swapped around. You need to
be a member in order to leave a comment. Sign up for a new account in our community. It's
easy! Already have an account? Sign in here. By zJoshys Started 11 hours ago. By Millerman
Started 14 hours ago. By johny Started 15 hours ago. By Sheldon Samuel Started 19 hours ago.
By Doduo Started 21 hours ago. Welcome to SAU Community Welcome to SAU Community, like
most online communities you must register to view or post in our community, but don't worry
this is a simple free process that requires minimal information for you to signup. See fewer ads!
Consider joining our newsletter for the latest content updates Click here to register Guest
Message by DevFuse. Followers Recommended Posts. Posted May 28, Engine removal Pretty
straight forward. Can be done in a couple of hours. No need to be a gun mechanic. Remove
bonnet and set aside. Requires 2x people. Start on passenger side of motor. Remove dump pipe
totally from car. You may get away with leaving cat-back part still on car. Switch to driver side
area.. Remove RB20 Sit rb20 next to rb Transfer rb20det items to RB25 Remove block bracket
for power steering. Transfer to rb25 same bolt pattern Remove block bracket for aircon.
Transfer starter and alternator to rb Rb20 stuff will work fine on Rb This should be it. RB25
engine installation Reattach power steering pump, aircon to rb25 Attach loom to rb25 and all
sensors, feed ecu side through firewall to footwell. Misc things to note 1. Cable is slightly longer
than rb20 cable and is required or throttle will be constantly on ouch 2. Cushioned ceramic
seems to work nicely at not putting too much straight on gearbox 5. RB20det and rb25det coil
packs are identical. Mix and match you better ones. Wiring Wiring is pretty straight forward if
you have the correct diagrams and ecu pin outs. I won't go through the whole lot here, but a few
things to note. Use the O2 sensor from an RB I believe the R32 one is different. Effects fuel
economy 4. To get the wipers working, you can use the r33 loom plug as a direct fit into your
wiper. Link to post Share on other sites. Dizmo 0 Posted May 28, Posted June 21, Krille 0 Posted
September 12, Posted September 12, Posted September 13, Krille: yeah Posted November 13,
Thanks for the writeup! I will add photos when I undertake my conversion! Thanks, Todd. Krille
0 Posted November 13, I can't wait to get started on this! Posted January 14, Krille 0 Posted
January 15, Posted January 15, Posted March 28, Posted April 26, Posted May 7, Aircon belt I
used was Dayco 4PK Ryno 51 Posted May 10, Posted May 10, Posted May 19, Awesome right up
dude, good onya im sure alot op ppl have found this extremely useful. Posted May 27, It can be
done apparently but a few changes are required. Create
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